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PRE-BID CLARIFICATION FORM (For Contractor’s Use) 
 

PROJECT NAME:   

PROJECT NUMBER:   

TO:  EMAIL: 
 
 

    

DATE:   

FROM:  EMAIL:  
DOCUMENT/DIVISION 
NUMBER:  

DRAWING 
NUMBER:  

    

REQUESTED CLARIFICATION: 

 

RESPONSE TO CLARIFICATION: 

 

Athletic Field Improvements - Turf Replacement at five High Schools

F18-12

Alvin Flores aflores@ruhnauclarke.com

01/04/2019

Joseph Haygood joseph@laeng.net

Attachment 9 of the bid package 
in the F18-12 specs (pg 38 overall)

Attachment number nine of the bid package is entitled Local Business Outreach Program.  But I cannot find any 
information on this program anywhere in the specs.  There are no instructions for it and I am unsure how to proceed with 
the form.  Are we supposed to solicit Local Businesses and if so, can the district provide a list of registered local 
businesses that we can use for solicitation.  Can the district also point to a location where we can get instructions, or 
get some guidelines on what needs to be done to be considered proper outreach to these local business entities.

The form is attached to the bid documents - contractor is only responsible for filling out the form with their info.

Nellie Karburn, SBCUSD 1/7/19
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PRE-BID CLARIFICATION FORM (For Contractor’s Use) 

PROJECT NAME:   

PROJECT NUMBER:  

TO: EMAIL: 
 

DATE: 

FROM: EMAIL: 
DOCUMENT/DIVISION 
NUMBER:  

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

REQUESTED CLARIFICATION: 

RESPONSE TO CLARIFICATION: 

Athletic Field Improvements - Turf Replacement at five High Schools

F18-12

Alvin Flores aflores@ruhnauclarke.com

01/04/2019

Joseph Haygood joseph@laeng.net

Notice Inviting Bids (pg 4 of 
PDF Document)

In the Notice Inviting Bids, there is a section called Project Delivery Method and Required Licenses.  In that section of 
the notice inviting bids, it states that the contractor needs to hold an A and D-12 license.  Can a prime contractor that 
holds an A license bid the project if they sub out the actual turf installation to a D-12 licensed subcontractor?  Right now, 
the Notice Inviting Bids reads as if the Prime contractor will need to hold both of these licenses.

Yes, a Prime with an A license can sub out the actual turf installation to a D-12 
licensed subcontractor.

Nellie Karbum, SBCUSD 1/7/19
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PROJECT NAME:   
PROJECT NUMBER:  

TO: EMAIL: 
 

DATE: 

FROM: EMAIL: 
DOCUMENT/DIVISION 
NUMBER:  

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

REQUESTED CLARIFICATION: 

RESPONSE TO CLARIFICATION: 

Athletic Field Improvements - Turf Replacement at five High Schools

F18-12

Alvin Flores aflores@ruhnauclarke.com

01/04/2019

Joseph Haygood joseph@laeng.net

Page 11 of 18 in the Addendum 
1 PDF file

Addendum 1 was just released for this project and it has added Attachment 10 - Qualification Requirements.  However,  
the language was a bit confusing on the top of the letter.  First off, does this form get filled out by the Prime or the Sub 
that is performing the Turf work? 
Next it states in the first sentence that qualified bidders will have performed a certain amount of work, but in the second 
sentence, it states Successful Bidder shall include a list of previous experience.  This make it sound as if the form was  
meant for the bidder that wins the project and not for all bidders to turn in their experience. 
Finally, what does the last sentence mean, "Installer to an AstroTurf certified installer".  Are you stating that the 
experience needs to be submitted by an AstroTurf installer, or that we can use only jobs that are done by an AstroTurf  
installer?  
Will a new cover sheet be going out as well to add the Attachment 10 to the bid package?  Right now it does not have 
this new Attachment on the cover sheet.

The Qualification Requirements Form should be filled out by the General Contractor (A license) only for the construction portion of the 
work which includes clear & grub, grading, drainage, etc. The synthetic turf contractor does not need to fill out a Qualification 
Requirements Form, but must hold a D-12 license contractor will need to be ‘AstroTurf Installer Certified’. To find out more about 
Astroturf Certified Installer, please contact Pat Cassa with AstroTurf Southern California at 714-318-0763 or email at: 
pcassa@astroturf.com 

All bidding general contractors (A license) must include their previous experience on the Qualification Requirements (Attachment #10, 
Bid Form) form which includes five (5) similar projects within the last 12-months and ten (10) similar projects within the last 24-months. 

The D-12 contractor installing the synthetic turf must be an ‘Astroturf Certified Installer’. To find out more about Astroturf Certified 
Installer, please contact Pat Cassa with AstroTurf Southern California at 714-318-0763 or email at: pcassa@astroturf.com.

 Revised Bid Cover - Attached

Nellie Karbum, SBCUSD 1/9/19
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